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Liberty TelegrAFF
AFF Leader Nick Cooper Takes Next Step for Liberty
Liberty Advocate To Study At George Mason University for Economics Ph.D.

Nick Cooper is thankful for your support of him and other chapter leaders. Because of you, he grew his network and was empowered
to advocate liberty. Nick (right) is pictured with AFF Atlanta leaders and speakers.

You might wonder what happens to AFF leaders you
support when they are ready for a next step. Nick
Cooper joined AFF in 2013 and became a chapter
leader within six months. He recently finished his
term of service as Atlanta chapter leader.
Starting in fall 2016, Nick will pursue a Ph.D. in
economics at George Mason University in Virginia.
His impact will multiply as he inspires students and
advocates free market ideas in academia.
You make it possible for AFF Atlanta to be one
of the most active chapters in the country. AFF

Atlanta has events monthly, and a recent panel had
more than 90 people in attendance. Whatever the
topic, you bring articulate speakers and stimulating
debates. AFF Atlanta collaborates widely with
other liberty groups and serves as a central hub of
free market advocacy.
Past Atlanta chapter leader, Jason Riddle,
said, “Over the past two years, Nick worked
determinedly on all fronts to grow the liberty
community in Atlanta to one of the most active in
the country. We will miss Nick, but we are excited
to follow his future success.”
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Meet Your New Director of
Development
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Cheryl Miller, Secretary
Jeff Berkowitz
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Richard Lorenc
Roger Ream
David Riggs
Daniel Rothschild
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America’s Future Foundation welcomes David Hoyt as Director of Development
this August. He will oversee fundraising operations and form relationships with
AFF supporters across the country.
“It is an honor and a privilege to join AFF and add to the tremendous growth that
our donors make possible. I have been extremely impressed with Roger and the
team, and I look forward to being a part of the successful trajectory of growth,”
David noted.
David previously served as Director of Development at Young Americans for
Liberty, helping it grow many fold over its first three years. He later worked
as a fundraising consultant for a number of pro-liberty non-profit groups and
campaigns. Most recently he worked with supporters of Americans for Prosperity.
Asked what drew him to AFF, David said, “I’ve known AFF for a long time,
having come to events in D.C. What really attracted me to the group is the
inspiring leadership and vision of the team. As Andrew Breitbart observed,
‘politics is downstream from culture,’ and AFF is the vanguard of the liberty
revolution in America, working directly with future leaders. I couldn’t be happier
to be part of this transformative work.”
David looks forward to meeting you. If you would like to welcome him, please
email david@americasfuture.org.

Advisory Board
Arthur Brooks
Edwin Feulner
Michael Gleba
Robert Levy
Edwin Meese
Gene Meyer
Grover Norquist
Chad Thevenot
Liberty TelegrAFF is the regular
newsletter of America’s
Future Foundation. To receive
more frequent updates via
email, please sign up at
americasfuture.org.
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AFF director of development David Hoyt and his wife Lindsay enjoy an afternoon together.
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You Help Young People Transition to Their First Job
Innovative Panel Provides Career Advice to Young Professionals
Every semester, interns come to Washington D.C. to
work for legislators on Capitol Hill. They graduate
and aim to advance liberty through Congress. More
than 160 interns attended an AFF event this summer, a
co-hosted panel with Leadership Institute and Heritage
Foundation, called “Welcome to Washington.”
AFF member Jared Meyer, from the Manhattan

“The event was valuable to
someone new to Washington.
The speakers were helpful and
knowledgeable when it came
to best practices to succeed as
an intern. Getting to meet and
network with the other interns
and speakers was a plus.”
Institute for Policy Research, gave advice on the art
of networking. For example, interns should attend
events after work instead of going home to watch their
favorite show. He asked the interns to “make a pledge

Jared Meyer speaks to new professionals about his experience.
His advice includes joining AFF and taking advantage of training
like the programs you made possible for him.

that you will go to two events every week for the time
you are here. It may sound like a lot, but it will make a
difference in your future employment.”
Heritage Foundation foreign policy analyst Ana
Quintana talked about her experience looking for
jobs. Her advice was to maintain the relationships
made during the internship. Paul Alfonse, from the
Leadership Institute, suggested that interns should
supplement their work. They ought to invest in
themselves by attending policy briefings, receiving
training, and writing op-eds, he commented.
Christopher Nosko, intern at Students For Liberty, and
a student at the University of North Carolina Charlotte,
commented, “The event was valuable to someone
new to Washington. The speakers were helpful and
knowledgeable when it came to best practices to
succeed as an intern. Getting to meet and network with
the other interns and speakers was a plus.”

Your support of AFF events like “Welcome to Washington” helps
young people advance liberty at their internship and beyond.

Your support of AFF allows for Christopher and other
interns to learn and succeed while spreading freedom
and liberty. He and his peers are rising stars who will
carry the torch of liberty for generations to come.
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You Can Fill the Gap After Graduation

Liberty-Minded Young Professionals Lack Resources to Advance Liberty
Each year, millions are invested in campus liberty
organizations (see below) to educate students about
free market principles and ideas. But, what happens
to these people when they graduate? Your support of
AFF fills this gap by offering valuable opportunities
for recent graduates to stay involved and become
lifelong, effective advocates.

Do you remember when you graduated from college?
Every year, millions of young people start their first
job and their journey as a young professional. Your
investment in AFF makes it possible for them to
meet like-minded peers, continue learning the ideas
of liberty, and develop skills to become lifelong,
effective advocates for our ideas.

THE M OST IN FLUE N TIA L

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
REVENUE
Young America's
Foundation

Leadership
Institute

Intercollegiate
Studies Institute

College Republican
National Committee

Students
for Liberty

$38.54M

$16.04M

$7.90M

$5.84M

$3.08M

Federalist
Society

Institute for
Humane Studies

Fund for
American Studies

$17.59M

$11.52M

$7.50M

FREE MARKET CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS
TOTAL REVENUE

$113,890,764
STUDENTS SERVED

3,000,000+
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Foundation for
Economic
Education

$3.56M

WHAT
HAPPENS
AFTER
COLLEGE?

Young Americans
for Liberty

Turning
Point

$1.88M

$0.44M

AMERICA'S FUTURE
FOUNDATION
MONEY RAISED (2015)

$922,000

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS

8,000+
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You Equip Advocates for Liberty on Capitol Hill

AFF Teaches Young Congressional Staff To Effectively Advance Liberty
This summer, you allowed interns and young
professionals to learn from four established staffers
about their experiences. More than 75 congressional
interns attended an AFF program called “So You Want
to be a Hill Staffer?” You allowed interns and young
professionals to learn from four established staffers about
their experiences. The panel included a deputy press
secretary, an economist, a legislative assistant, and a clerk.
Interns received advice about all aspects of working on
Capitol Hill. Wesley Gwinn and SoRelle Wyckoff shared
how they landed their jobs. Wesley had to be persistent
while applying for jobs and SoRelle’s networking skills
helped her earn a position. Sam Mulopulos and Andrew
McKeown spoke about how interns can make the
most of their experience. Using the resources provided
by employers and taking initiative will get interns
recommendations and jobs, they advised.
Your support ensures that liberty-minded young
people who come to work on Capitol Hill are aware

Your support of AFF allows congressional staff to obtain skills to
effectively advocate the ideas of liberty.

of and inspired by the ideas of liberty. You give
them unique opportunities to develop skills and make
connections that help them become lifelong advocates
for your ideas. Some may even become Members of
Congress.

You bring an optimistic message to young people by supporting AFF. A panel at FreedomFest in Las Vegas featured (from left) Roger
Custer, Carrie Sheffield, John Mackey, Kevin Harrington, and Don Smith. Speakers made the point that despite large government,
young people can achieve the American Dream, especially if free market policy solutions are implemented.
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“Communicating Ideas That Work” Through Writing
You Inspire Young Writers through AFF Writing Fellows Program

Stephanie Slade, AFF Writing Program Manager,
uses your support to inspire young writers. She
reports how the program, “takes promising
young writers and connects them to experienced
professionals. You help them take their careers to the
next level, and get free market philosophy in front of
as many eyeballs as possible.”
Your support allows young writers to learn from MediaDC’s
widely-published Tim Carney, Phil Klein, and Ron Meyer at their
office in Washington, D.C.

Successful social movements use persuasive
writing to influence the culture. Your support of
AFF equips young writers with the tools they need
to communicate ideas through published op-eds,
columns, blogs, and articles.
You make it possible for AFF’s Writing Fellows
Program to offer young writers unique opportunities
to learn from established writers. This summer,
eight fellows had the unique opportunity to meet at
MediaDC’s office in Washington, D.C. They learned
best practices from Stephanie Slade, Tim Carney,
Philip Klein, and Ron Meyer. Advice included finding
your niche, using personal stories to convey the
consequences of policy, and undertaking innovative
research and projects.
Caroline Thorman, a summer fellow you sponsored,
wrote:
“AFF’s writing program has been incredibly helpful as I
aspire to become an influential writer in an increasingly
polarized culture. I’m so grateful for the opportunity
to participate in a fellowship that pushes me to excel as
a writer, helps me improve my writing techniques, and
prepares me to communicate ideas that work.”
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With your continued support, this program will
produce twenty-four well-trained writers each
year who will advocate your ideas in publications
nationwide. In the first half of 2016, your graduates
of AFF writing programs published 183 free market
pieces in 20 publications.

“AFF’s writing program has
been incredibly helpful as I
aspire to become an influential
writer in an increasingly
polarized culture. I’m so
grateful for the opportunity to
participate in a fellowship that
pushes me to excel as a writer,
helps me improve my writing
techniques, and prepares me to
communicate ideas that work.”
Past speakers include:
• Anneke Green, White House Writers Group
• Mollie Hemingway, The Federalist
• Alexis Simendinger, RealClearPolitics
• Rob Bluey, Heritage Foundation
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What Will Your Legacy Be?

Leave a Legacy of Liberty with a Gift to AFF in Your Will
Future Foundation. By leaving part of your estate
to AFF, you will ensure that young professionals
nationwide will be educated about the ideas of liberty.
Your support will ensure for decades to come that free
markets, limited government, and individual liberty are
preserved and defended.

Your estate gift for liberty will inspire young people to advance
your ideas among their peers for generations.

What kind of legacy will you leave for future
generations? How can you preserve and expand liberty
for your children and grandchildren so they have the
same or more opportunity than you did?
One way is to consider a planned gift to America’s

To make AFF a beneficiary in your will, simply contact
your attorney and insert the following language:
“I give, devise, and bequeath to America’s Future
Foundation, tax identification number 52-1928321,
1513 16th Street NW, Washington, DC 20036 (insert
percentage, amount or nature of gift, or remainder of
estate) to be used for educational purposes.”
Please notify us when you decide to make a legacy gift
so you can receive special recognition in AFF’s Legacy
for Liberty Society.

New Partnership Joins Bay Area Liberty Advocates
Collaborating Widely on Free Market Ideas in Liberal San Francisco
Some of AFF’s success has come in the places you least
expect it – liberal cities like San Francisco. You make
it possible for AFF San Francisco to bring young people
together to learn the ideas of liberty and collaborate
with like-minded friends. In June, AFF launched a new
partnership with the Young Leaders Circle (YLC) at the
Pacific Research Institute. An event at Anchor Brewing
Company featured Robbie Tripp, a San Francisco
author, speaking about the story of disruptive creativity
found in Ayn Rand’s The Fountainhead. Sonia Arrison,
Silicon Valley author of 100 Plus, discussed technology,
creativity, and innovation in a free society.
You brought together more than 60 open-minded young
people who are interested in free market solutions
for the future in San Francisco. Attendees had the
opportunity to network, hear from speakers, and take a
tour of the brewery.

Paul Doherty, Chair of AFF San Francisco, remarked,
“San Francisco and the greater Bay Area, while
considered to be one of the most progressive areas
of the country, is also home to many freethinkers,
innovators and successful entrepreneurs.”

With your support, Paul (pictured left) and AFF San Francisco
connect young professionals by creating partnerships with likeminded organizations.
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More than 275 young professionals gathered at the Ronald Reagan Building in Washington, D.C for the annual AFF Gala on May 26.
Guests enjoyed food, drinks, music, dancing, and networking with like-minded friends. AFF is grateful to the 9 individual sponsors and
32 organizational sponsors for their support which advances AFF’s mission to recruit and cultivate young professional leaders for liberty.

America’s Future Foundation’s mission is to recruit and cultivate young professionals
to become effective, lifelong advocates for liberty.
All gifts are tax-deductible because AFF is a 501(c)(3) non-profit educational organization.

